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Health And Fitness
By Cathy J Leer, PT, MBA

Connections Exercise Class
FPTS, in collaboration with Bedford Parks & Rec, will
be offering an adult group exercise class to men and
women looking to re-enter exercise in a safe manner
or someone looking to progress, advance, or improve
function or performance under the guidance of a
physical therapist with advanced training and certification in Applied Functional Science (CAFS).
We will be offering a FREE Introductory Class at the
Old Town Hall! See page 4 for details. Stay tuned for
date and time! If interested, send for more info here!

Our Partnership With NH
Sportsplex Is In Full Stride!
James Goodwin, PTA, CSCS and Lauren Fournier, PT,
DPT, our sports medicine team, are available to offer
their expertise on prevention and treatment of injuries, athletic performance, and post concussion treatment. If you’d like to STAY IN THE GAME and PERFORM LIKE A PRO, by keeping your body at peak performance talk to your coach about running a program
before your next game! James will help!

In addition to her many years providing unparalleled treatment to
orthopedic patients of all ages and all diagnoses, Karen has
worked with professional and world champion and Olympic athletes as well as the MLB, NFL, and NHL.
She is an orthopedic and sports medicine specialist with Gray Institute certification in Applied Functional Science® (CAFS), and 3D
Movement Analysis & Performance System (3DMAPS)®. Additional areas of specialization include the evaluation and treatment of
scoliosis.
Karen will be accepting new patients by appointment only and
will be developing specialized programs related to her CAFS and
3DMAPS® certification, as well as her interest and specialization
treating individuals with scoliosis.
If you’d like to learn more about Karen, check out her bio here.

From The Desk of Our Clinical Staff Manager
By Tom Fontana, MSPT

How To Prevent A Broken Heart
In honor of Valentine’s Day, here’s the secret to avoiding a broken heart: Aerobic exercise!

Not the advice you were looking for? Sorry, I can’t help
you if you’ve been dumped or if the object of your
affections is uninterested, but by taking better care of your heart
maybe you’ll outlive him/her. In your face, rejecter!
Before seeing how aerobic exercise helps your heart, it’s useful to
understand how your circulatory system works in the first place.
Think of it as FedEx. The muscles in your body require oxygen
(packages) to produce the energy they need to work. The red blood
cells deliver the oxygen to the muscles (trucks that deliver packages).
The red blood cells get to their destination by the small blood vessels—capillaries—leading to each muscle (roads the trucks travel on).
The heart is what pushes the blood cells to the capillaries (the engine
that moves the trucks).
Cont. next page

Exercising benefits your heart both directly and indirectly.
Increasing your muscles’ oxygen demands stimulates your
body to make more red blood cells. It also gets your body to
create more capillaries to better distribute the oxygen-rich
blood. To deliver more blood with each beat, the heart muscle itself gets bigger and thicker (like other muscles). So,
more oxygen gets delivered to the muscles through more
packages to more locations with a better engine!
These physiological changes occur to allow you to exercise,
but last after you’re done. When your oxygen demands are
lower (i.e., when you’re not exercising) your heart can beat
SLOWER because of all the improvements.
Though the “best” amount of
exercise is not known, the
American College of Sports
Medicine and the American
Heart Association recommend adults perform a minimum of 30 minutes of
“moderate-intensity” exercise
for 5 or more days per week,
or a minimum of 25 minutes
of “vigorous-intensity” exercise for 3 or more days per
week.
Younger people (under age
40) rarely die during exercise
without an inherited or congenital cardiac condition. If you think you might have a condition or you are over 40, you should consult with your doctor
before beginning an aerobic exercise program.

Injury Prevention & Sports Performance
James Goodwin, PTA, CSCS

Y Is Balance So Important?
As the Director of Athletic Performance, James
Goodwin, PTA, CSCS is committed to bridging
the gap between rehab and performance. This
can be seen as two distinctly different bridges.
A bridge after injury to return to sport, or a
bridge from “at risk” performance to performing with minimal risk of injury. Whatever “bridge” you want
or need to walk over is individual to you and may not be related to choice. Afterall, we don’t choose to get injured.
On the other hand, you can choose the bridge to perform
with minimal risk by participating in James’s Athletic Performance Program where you can learn techniques to stay in
the game and perform like a pro! It is here that you may undergo the Y Balance Test that has proven to be a sensitive
indicator of injury risk amongst athletes.
James devotes his life to researching and developing his skills
and abilities in the area of athletic (cont. on page 3)

Pre & Postnatal Info Corner
By Effie Koustas, MPT

Your Mom Was Right!
“Stand up straight!” You can still hear
your mother telling you this over and
over again. Well, the same applies—
even more so—during pregnancy.
Since there are so many changes that a
woman’s body undergoes, we may not
be aware of how much our posture is
affected. While these changes are a normal response to a
growing fetus, they can take a toll on both our lower and
upper body. This can include rounded (“slouched”) shoulders, which can lead to pain with everyday use of your arms.
Because these changes accompany pregnancy, many moms
think that the pain is inevitable until the baby is born. Not
only is that not the case, often the source of pain is accentuated postural changes that are not addressed. You can effectively manage the changes with a comprehensive home
stretching and stabilization program and/or attending yoga.
If your pregnancy is low risk and your obstetrician has cleared
you to exercise, then you may continue, or start, an appropriate exercise routine. If the onset of pain occurred after you
became pregnant, it’s important to let your doctor know in
order to decide what the appropriate treatment is.
Alternatively, you may have had a healthy pain-free pregnancy but start to experience neck or low back pain when caring
for your newborn. You will be holding, carrying, and lifting
your baby multiple times during the day and night. This, over
time, can cause repetitive shoulder overuse syndromes because all of these positions put your body into that rounded
position. Unless, you are aware of your posture when caring
for your baby, and can self correct, you will develop restrictions in your body that will cause pain.
If either of these situations applies to you, then you may benefit from a physical therapy evaluation to correct your posture, relieve your pain, and prevent future injury.

Check out our blog for
more fun facts or selfhelp articles!

(Y balance cont.) performance and utilizes tools like these to
help you excel at your chosen sport. He knows that “in a chaotic sporting environment, the ability to maintain a stable position is vital not only for successful application of the skill, but
to also reduce the likelihood of injury.”
The time to start being proactive instead of reactive is when
you are young. Learning how to prevent injury and optimize
recovery to keep your body strong and healthy should begin
before bad habits are established.
If you’d like to know more about your specific balance abilities, or a young athlete in your family, and how this impacts
the risks of injury, and ultimately the ability to stay in the
game, email James or give him a call at 603.644.8334.

Community Activities
January 24th, Lauren Fournier, PT, DPT, Vestibular Rehab
Therapist, was at Maple Ridge Estates presenting a Balance
program to their residents.
Coming later this month, FPTS will be offering a FREE introductory CONNECTIONS EXERCISE CLASS. It’s not just about
exercise! It’s about CONNECTING exercise to real life function.
If you’ve ever not been able to get up off the floor, missed
out on a family outing, or lost yet another game to your
greatest rival, then this program is for you. Perfect for any
age and any level of activity, if you are looking to re-enter
exercise in a safe manner to improve your ability to get
around, or looking to progress, advance, or improve function
or performance under the guidance of a physical therapist
and expert in movement and performance, then you have to
mark your calendar and check this out.
Space is limited, so we are asking you to register by calling
603.644.8334. Make sure you tell them it’s for the FREE introductory CONNECTIONS EXERCISE CLASS!
If you, or an organization that you belong to, are interested in hosting events or classes at your location,
please give us a call at: 603.644.8334

Check out FPTS
on
Instagram!

Vestibular Disorders
Lauren Fournier, PT, DPT

As a member of VeDA, the Vestibular Disorder Association,
Lauren has access to a variety of educational tools to benefit
her patients. The following article explains the link between
the vestibular system and vision.

Vision Challenges With Vestibular Disorders
By Michael C. Schubert, PT, PhD with the Vestibular Disorders
Association, and contributions by Kenneth Ciuffreda, O.D.,
PhD, FCOVD-A and Allen H. Cohen, O.D., FCOVD
A common complaint for people with
vestibular disorders is that they have
difficulty with their vision. They may experience problems focusing on an object
or perceive that objects are moving
from side to side or revolving around them (vertigo). They
may see their visual field jiggle or bounce during head motion
(oscillopsia) or have double vision (diplo-pia). When they hold
their heads still, these visual instability problems might resolve.
Many people with vestibular disorders consult an eye care
professional due to their visual symptoms. The typical eye
examination is done while the patient’s head is resting against
a head rest, thereby reducing the head motion, which may
mask the visual symptoms. With a vestibular disorder, the
eyes may not be the primary cause of the problem; therefore
the typical eye exam will not identify any eye pathology or
routine optical problems that would explain the patient’s reported symptoms.
Visual acuity issues and/or functional visual skills deficits,
such as focusing, eye tracking and fixation and eye teaming
coordination, may often trigger or exacerbate vestibular
symptoms. Therefore, it is recommended that these patients
consult with an optometrist who specializes in Neurooptometric Rehabilitation. The neuro-optometric evaluation
specifically assesses the visual, ocular motor and focusing
skills important for stabilizing the sensory motor components
of the vestibule-ocular reflex (or “VOR”).
To continue reading the full article, click here.
Ready to learn about these “Clark Kent” glasses?
Lauren is personally recommending these antiblue light glasses to her concussion and vestibular patients to decrease eye strain and allow them to work
on the computer longer.

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
a new collaboration with The Right Weigh weight loss program.
EXERCISE IS CRUCIAL for optimizing and maintaining long-term weight loss. FPTS will be offering
exercise classes under the guidance of licensed physical therapy professionals that will assure a
safe re-entry or progression of activity to maximize your success.

Ross A. Lurgio Info Corner
GO LIONS!!

Go Lurgio Lions!!
The Ross A. Lurgio Girl’s Basketball team are 2018-2019
Champions! Shout out to the head coach and all players for
their hard work and dedication to staying injury free and at
the top of their game. Coach Kristie says, “We did it! Thanks
for all your assistance this season, you taught our girls a lot
about stretching, etc. Your expertise was very appreciated.”
Thank you Coach Kristie for your receptiveness to our injury
prevention programming and to the overall health of your
young athletes. FPTS will continue to work with winter
sports on injury reduction and looks forward to heading into
the spring. GO LIONS!
If your young athlete is passionate about their sporting activities, and wants to “PERFORM LIKE A PRO”, check out our
Athletic Performance Program or call: 644.8334 - ask for James

STAY IN THE GAME WITH JAMES!
By James Goodwin, PTA, CSCS

Join James each month for a helpful hint or training suggestion to
help you STAY IN THE GAME! Sign up is FREE and you could win a 10
session Athletic Performance Program!

Spring Session Begins Soon!
All athletes who sign up for
“STAY IN THE GAME WITH JAMES!”
get entered to win a full 10 session
program! - Sign up for a program and
triple your chances!

Athletic Performance Program
young athletes

all skill levels

all sports

CONNECTIONS EXERCISE CLASS
GET THE MOST OUT
OF YOUR WORKOUTS
BY CONNECTING LIFE
WITH EXERCISE!

PLAY WITH
YOUR KIDS OR
GRANDKIDS

PARTICIPATE
IN ACTIVITIES
YOU LOVE

SUCCEED
& EXCEL IN
YOUR SPORT

MINIMIZE
RISK OF
INJURY

Share me with a
friend!

Get the most out
of your workouts by
exercising with a Physical Therapist
who is an expert in movement and
performance.

Instructor: Karen Bagnardi, MPT, CAFS, 3DMAPS® Certified
• Orthopedic/sports medicine specialist working with athletes and
non-athletes

• Certification in Applied Functional Science® (CAFS), Gray

Institute®
• 3D Movement Analysis & Performance System (3DMAPS®)
Certified, Gray Institute®
• Worked with NFL, NHL, MLB, Olympic and World Champion
Athletes

Patients have the
right to choose!

